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Surgeon Simulator is bringing the ER to VR! The most critically acclaimed and infamous surgery simulation game as you have
never seen it before! Built for Vive and featurin 5d3b920ae0
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Just a heads up. While I still recommend it since the game is still a fun experience. I was capable of getting all 55 achievements
in roughly 2 hours. So the game is fairly easy/fast. I'd wait for a sale.. Please make virtual reality helmets from Windows
supported, or rather Windows mixed reality, please). Nazi Humanity Experiment Simulator 2017. Worst tracking ive ever had in
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a VR game. Also the frame rate drops hard. I have a more than capable system of running a simple game like this. I tried it. 5
others tried it. It made everyone sick. Had to ask for a refund as its unplayable.. use green injection on yourself in teeth mission
ambulance ;)). I passed the first surgery, but can't move on to more! I've tried reinstalling, checking the original install, but
nothing helps.. Fun game just my sound isn't working on it for some reason if you know why that would help.. My experience:
"I wonder if I can remove the bones with the radio" *Heart surgery* "Hey, he's got a scarf now" *Kidney surgery" "Why the
hell the lights went out, Oh there's an eletricity plug here. I wonder wha- OUCH" *Brain surgery* "My lunch was good, would
have been nice to have kept it inside." *Eye surgery* "I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M DOING" *Teeth replacement*. This is a
hilarious game to play with friends and family. Whether they're gamers or not, they're going to get a laugh and so will you.
Using an Oculus Rift with the touch controllers it went alright, though could do with some polishing. For example when you're
trying to pop an eye out, make a delicate cut to remove a kidney, it can skitz out and send the scalpel god knows where.
Certainly not a deal breaker and in many cases just adds to the hilarity of it all. As it is currently (January 2019), with the
current quantity of content I personally wouldn't suggest paying full price, but at the 11 or 12 AUD I paid for it on special, it's
well worth it. You're gonna have a lot of laughs, and if you stream to your facebook feed, you can even gross out your friends -
win win! It's good to know I am capable of scoring A++ performing a heart transplant in the back of a speeding ambulance with
its back doors wide open. I clearly chose the wrong line of work.. my name is DR steven strange and i save lives
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